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Section 23. PROJECT IN INTERESTATION TO TRUSTEES is not a part of the
Assessor's Report

Section 2

In this Section of the Report of the
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Provided...
Section 6. The making and assemblage of the engine, when finished, shall be subjected to the test and examination prescribed by the regulations of the Society. The engine shall be tested and examined in accordance with the regulations of the Society. If any operation of the engine, any part of the engine, or any operation prescribed by the regulations of the Society, is not performed or done by the maker or manufacturer, the Society shall have the right to refuse the engine and return it to the maker or manufacturer for the necessary repairs or corrections. Section 7. The engine shall be tested and examined in accordance with the regulations of the Society, and any operation of the engine, any part of the engine, or any operation prescribed by the regulations of the Society, shall be done by the maker or manufacturer in accordance with the regulations of the Society. Any operation of the engine, any part of the engine, or any operation prescribed by the regulations of the Society, which is not performed or done by the maker or manufacturer, the Society shall have the right to refuse the engine and return it to the maker or manufacturer for the necessary repairs or corrections. Any part of the engine shall be tested and examined in accordance with the regulations of the Society, and any operation of the engine, any part of the engine, or any operation prescribed by the regulations of the Society, shall be done by the maker or manufacturer in accordance with the regulations of the Society. Any operation of the engine, any part of the engine, or any operation prescribed by the regulations of the Society, which is not performed or done by the maker or manufacturer, the Society shall have the right to refuse the engine and return it to the maker or manufacturer for the necessary repairs or corrections.